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Abstract— Anonymity is an important feature in many two
party communication systems. Its main meaning is that either
the message sender or the receiver (or both) is unidentifiable to
other users, even between themselves. Many mechanisms have
been proposed to hide the identity of the sender, receiver, or
both. Similarly, anonymity is an important feature in multi-
party computing environments, but, little research has been
conducted on this topic even though many secure group commu-
nication schemes have been proposed. In this paper, we highlight
the concepts of anonymity for secure group communication
and propose to extend a recently invented innovative group
key management mechanism, Access Control Polynomial [1],
to multiple-party group communication. This newly extended
scheme can not only enforce anonymous group membership and
group size but also implement secure and anonymous group
communication. The experimental results and comparison with
existing schemes show that the new scheme is elegant, flexible,
efficient and practical. The paper also summarizes and classifies
typical existing anonymous group communication schemes.

Keywords: Secure Group Communication (SGC),
Anonymity, Anonymous Secure Group Communication,
Secret set, Access Control Polynomial (ACP).

I. Introduction

With the rapid growth and public acceptance of the Internet
as a means of communication and information dissemination,
concerns about privacy and censorship on the Internet have
correspondingly grown. Anonymous communication is critical
for protecting the identity of participants in many Internet
applications, such as private e-Commerce, anonymous bulletin
boards, online trading [2]. Anonymity is commonly defined
as ensuring that a user may use a resource or service without
disclosing his/her identity [3]. Imagine Alice wants to send
a message to Bob, but does not want anyone including Bob
himself to know who sent it. Imagine Bob wants to receive
messages, but does not want anyone including Alice to know
he received it. This requirement for anonymity can provide
protection of a user’s identity. This is particularly important
in applications such as E-voting [4].

Traditionally, the research on anonymity has been focused

on two-party communication. Further, three typical anonymi-
ties have been extensively studied: sender anonymity, receiver
anonymity, and relationship anonymity (also called unlinkabil-
ity). Such studies are lacking, however, in that anonymity is
not only an issue in two-party communication environments,
but also in multi-party computing environments where se-
cure group communication (SGC) and selective differentiated
access to data among multiple entities are two fundamental
security functions [5]. In such an environment, hiding group
membership and group size are important anonymous features.
Such group-oriented anonymity issues in SGC have not, to
date, obtained much investigation even though the group key
management issue for SGC has been extensively explored [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10].

In this paper, we extend our newly invented Access Control
Polynomial (ACP) mechanism [1] to multi-party anonymous
communication. This newly extended scheme can enforce
anonymous group membership and group size, while at the
same time realize secure and anonymous group communica-
tion. The experimental results and comparison with existing
schemes show that the new scheme is elegant, flexible, effi-
cient and practical. The paper also highlights the conceptsof
anonymity for secure group communication and summarizes
and classifies typical existing anonymous group communica-
tion schemes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II gives definitions for different anonymities and summa-
rizes related work on anonymity in both two-party communi-
cation and multi-party communication. Section III describes
Secure Lock and Secret Set in multi-party communication
in detail. Our ACP based anonymity scheme is proposed in
Section IV. The comparison of the ACP based scheme with
typical existing schemes is presented in Section V, which also
includes some experimental results. Finally, we conclude the
paper and discuss the future work in Section VI.



II. Definitions and Related work

In this section, we first summarize some definitions of
anonymity for two-party communication which have appeared
in literature. Then, we define anonymity in group communi-
cation.

Definition 2.1: Sender Anonymity: A particular message
is not linkable to any sender and no message is vice versa
linkable to a particular sender [11].

Definition 2.2: Receiver/recipient Anonymity: A certain
message cannot be linked to any recipient and that no message
is linkable to a particular recipient [11].

Compared with sender anonymity, receiver anonymity is
easier to achieve [12]. Many more protocols satisfying the
requirement of receiver anonymity are discussed than thoseof
sender anonymity.

Definition 2.3: Unlinkability/Relationship Anonymity: The
sender and the recipient cannot be identified as communicating
with each other, though it may be clear they are participating
in some form of communication [11].

Besides the above three forms of anonymity, other forms
have also been studied, such as Node Anonymity [12],
Proxy Anonymity [13], [14], [12], Unobservability [11],
Full/Complete/Unconditional anonymity [15], [16], Compu-
tational anonymity [17], Provable anonymity [18], Pseudo-
anonymity [15], and K-Anonymity [19], [20], [21]. Many
mechanisms to implement different anonymities have also
been proposed, such as Proxy Service [22], Mixnet [23],
Remailers [24], [25], [26], [27], Anonymizer[13], Babel [28],
TAZ / Rewebber [29], Onion Routing [30], Crowds [31],
and Freedom Network [32], MASK [33], Dining Cryptogra-
phers [34], Identity Escrow [35], P-signatures [36], and K-
Anonymous System [20], [37], [38], [39]. A recent survey on
(two-party) anonymity can be found in [40].

In group communication scenarios, every member in the
group is, in general, a sender and also a receiver (for the
messages targeted at the group). Thus, anonymity in such a
setting takes on different meanings and moreover poses dif-
ferent challenges in terms of implementation and applications.
We define the following group communication anonymities.

Definition 2.4: Group Membership Anonymity: For a given
set of all potential group members, any member can test their
own membership in the set. Apart from the group manager,
no one member can test another’s membership in the set.

More strict definition requires that exactly no one be able
to test another’s membership [39].

Definition 2.5: Group Size Anonymity: For a given set of
all potential group members, except for the group manager, no
one can determine the exact number of members in the set.

In [41], the authors proposed the concept of Secret Set
where for a given set of all potential group members, any
member can test its membership in the set but can determine

neither the other set members nor the cardinality of the set1.
As is evident, Secret Set is thus equivalent to group mem-

bership anonymity plus group size anonymity.
Definition 2.6: Anonymous secure group communication:

For a given set of all potential group members, any member
can test their membership but cannot determine the member-
ship of other members nor the size of the set. In addition,
non-set member cannot understand the communication among
the set members.

Secure lock [43] was the first anonymous secure group
communication scheme developed but it suffers from an effi-
ciency problem (See Section V for its efficiency analysis). In
paper [44], a Secure Anonymous Group Infrastructure (called
Secure and Anonymous multicast SAM) was proposed. In
SAM, there are multiple SAM servers: any group participant
joins a SAM server and remains anonymous to outsiders and
also to other participants belonging to other SAM servers. The
multicast messages are transmitted to SAM servers, which then
deliver the messages to their own participants. Several secret
set schemes have been proposed such as in [41], [45].

In papers [46], [47], [48], the concept of anonymous mem-
bership broadcasting (AMB) was introduced. In AMB, given
a set of receivers, a sender broadcasts the secret identity of
a receiver in such a way that only the right receiver can
determine that he is in fact the intended receiver, while the
others cannot [46]. Furthermore, aw-anonymous membership
broadcast (w-AMB) is defined as any coalition of at most
w users, excluding the intended receiver, has no information
about the identity of the intended receiver [47]. The Cover-
Free based AMB scheme proposed in [46] is a 1-ABM scheme
and papers [47], [48] proposed severalw-AMB schemes
(where w is a system parameter and chosen during system
setup). As can be observed, AMB (orw-AMB) is a specific
case of secret set.

To give a flavor of group-oriented anonymity and its im-
plementation mechanisms, we briefly introduce two typical
group-oriented anonymous schemes in the following section.

III. Secure Lock and Secret set

A. Secure Lock

Secure Lock was proposed in [43]. This lock is, in fact,
a single value computed from the multiple encrypted keys
using the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT). The Secure
Lock scheme works as follows: Suppose each membermi

in the universal groupG has its public and private key pair
(Pi, Si). A central entity (e.g. a server) determines a sequence
of n = |G| pairwise relatively prime numbersN1, · · · , Nn.
These numbers are assigned to group membersm1, · · · ,mn

respectively. All theNi are made public. When a group of
members§ = {mi1 , · · · ,miℓ

} wants to form an anonymous

1Another concept related to secret set issecure set membership, which
means that a participant holding set elements can create a representation
of its set to prove knowledge of set elements to others [42]. Based on the
NP-complete problem 3SAT, the authors in [42] proposed a cryptographic
primitive for the secure set membership problem.
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secure communicating group, the central server selects a
random keyk and first establishes the following congruences2:

Ł ≡ EPi1
(k) (mod Ni1)

...
Ł ≡ EPiℓ

(k) (mod Niℓ
)

(3.1)

Then, the server computes Ł by applying the CRT. Integer
Ł will be the lock for the encrypted keysEPij

(k), and is sent
along with the random keyk as(Ł, {k}k)3. When a receiver,
such asmij

, receives the above packet, he/she can compute
EPij

(k)= Ł mod Nij
, then obtainsk = DSij

(EPij
(k)) using

his/her private key, and finally decrypts the random keyk
using k. If the decryption disclosesk, then mij

knows that
he is in the group and the group key isk. Otherwise, the
member is not in the group (or the message was altered). Once
group members get to know they are in the group and get the
group keyk, they can perform group communication which is
securely protected by the group keyk

It is clear that the CRT value Ł hides group membership, in
addition, by introducingdecoys(i.e., some additional random
congruences) in EQ (3.1)), the group size is hidden. Here
”group size” means exact size; the attacker will actually know
the upper bound of the group size.

Due to the involvement of public key systems and the Chi-
nese Remainder Theorem, the secure lock scheme is inefficient
and not scalable.

B. Secret Set

Molva and Tsudik defined secret set as a group of members
in which any user can test their membership in the group but
can determine neither the other group members nor the size
of the group. Secret set provides a fundamental structure for
mutually suspicious entity group communication [41]. Further
studies of secret sets can be found in [45]. We briefly introduce
secret set techniques below.

• Public key based technique [41]. Assume each member
mi has its public and private key pair (Pi, Si). A se-
cret set§={mi1 , · · · ,miℓ

} can be constructed by creat-
ing and broadcasting the following membership repre-
sentation message:Pi1(txti1), Pi2(txti2), · · · , Piℓ

(txtiℓ
),

where txtij
denotes some unambiguous indication that

mij
is a member of the secret set.

• Secret key based technique [41]. Assume each member
mi has a shared secret keysi with the central server. A
secret set§={mi1 , · · · ,miℓ

} can be constructed by cre-
ating and broadcasting the following membership repre-
sentation message:si1(txti1), si2(txti2), · · · , siℓ

(txtiℓ
).

• Chinese Remainder Theorem based technique [41]. The
above two methods have drawbacks in that the size of

2EPi
(x) (or DSi

(x)) denotes encrypting (or decrypting) valuex using
public key encryption (or decryption) algorithm under public key Pi (or
private keySi)

3{x}k denotes encrypting x using some symmetric encryption algorithm
under keyk

secret set can be exposed and a member in the secret
set needs to perform multiple decryptions to know he is
in the secret set and the non-member needs to perform
m decryptions to know he is not in the secret set. The
following Chinese Remainder Theorem based technique
will solve this problem4. Assume that each membermi is
assigned a public numberNi which is relatively prime to
all other Nj , DP1,DP2, · · · ,DPw are decoyed public
keys, andDN1,DN2, · · · ,DNw are decoyed random
numbers and are relatively prime to allNi. A secret
set §={mi1 , · · · ,miℓ

} can be constructed by computing
s using the CRT and broadcastings as membership
representation.

s ≡ EPi1
(k) (mod Ni1)

...
s ≡ EPiℓ

(k) (mod Niℓ
)

s ≡ EDP1
(k) (mod DN1)

...
s ≡ EDPl

(k) (mod DNl)

(3.2)

• Bit vector [41]. The binary vector is an optimal repre-
sentation of secret set. Assuming the total number of
members isn, the bit vector will also haven bits. Suppose
each membermi has a Diffie-Hellman public exponent
gai and the central server has its Diffie-Hellman public
exponentgc. Then the secret set can be constructed by
setting theith bit of the bit vector to:
MEMBER(mi) = MSB(gcai), if mi ∈ secret set

MSB(gcai) ⊕ 1, otherwise.
where MSB(y) denotes the leftmost (most significant)
bit of y.
If, instead of Diffie-Hellman public exponent, each mem-
bermi has a shared secret keySi with the central server,
then the bit vector will be:
MEMBER(mi) = MSB(Si), if mi ∈ secret set

MSB(Si) ⊕ 1, otherwise.
• Addition based technique [45]. The authors of paper [45]

proposed an addition based secret set technique. Similar
to the above techniques, each membermi is assigned a
secret keySi (≤ q, q ≥ 2 is a natural number). For a
secret set§, the central server computes the membership
representation messaget1, t2, · · · , tn whereti ≤ q, com-
putesri = Si + ti mod q, (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) and delivers
the secret set representationr = (r1, r2, · · · , rn) to all
members.

IV. ACP based anonymous secure group com-
munication scheme
As can be seen from the above descriptions, secure lock
implements anonymous secure group communication, but
it is inefficient. SAM tries to provide an architecture for

4The public key encryption can be replaced by secret key encryption if
pairwise shared secret keys are assumed.
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anonymous secure group communication, but fails in provid-
ing rigorous anonymity. Secret set schemes can implement
anonymous group membership and group size, but cannot
support secure group communication. In this section, we first
introduce an innovative construction of an Access Control
Polynomial (ACP), recently published in INFOCOM 2008 [1].
Then we extend the ACP mechanism to anonymous multiple
party communication, which enforces both anonymous group
(membership and size) and secure communication among the
members of the anonymous group.

A. Access Control Polynomial [1]

As in the above secret key based secret set scheme, we
assume that every valid membermi in the system is assigned
a secret keySi (a random positive integer less thanq). This
secret is only known to the member and the central server. We
also assume thatq is a large prime from which a finite field
Fq is formed andf : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}ℓ (whereℓ = ⌈log(q)⌉)
is a cryptographic hash function.

An access control polynomial(ACP) is a polynomial over
Fq[x] and defined as follows.

A(x) =
∏

i∈§

(x − f(Si, z)) (4.3)

where § denotes the secret set under consideration andz is
a random integer fromFq and made public. In addition,z is
changed every timeA(x) is computed. It is evident thatA(x)
is equated to 0 whenx is substituted withf(Si, z) by a valid
user withSi in set §; otherwise,A(x) is a random value if
other numbers or invalid users’ secret keys are used in the
substitution.

B. Extension of ACP to anonymous secure group communica-
tion

We extend the ACP mechanism by simply introducing
decoysin access control polynomialA(x).

In order to transmit the information about the membership
of the secret set§ and a secret keyK used by the secret
set, the central server computes and broadcasts the following
information: (z, P (x), {K}K) where

P (x) = A(x)(x − D1)(x − D2) · · · (x − Dw) + K (4.4)

In EQ (4.4),D1,D2, · · · ,Dw aredecoys, andK is hidden,
mixed with the constant ofA(x). From this public information,
any secret membermi with Si can obtain the secret keyK,
by:

K = P (f(Si, z)) (4.5)

and verify bothK and its membership by decrypting{K}K

to discloseK. However, outsiders or non secret set members
will get a random value other thanK if they substitute
an invalid Sj in EQ (4.5). Once the secret set members
get K, they can conduct secure group communication by
encrypting/decrypting their communications withK.

As a result, the new scheme guarantees:

• a secret set member can determine his/her membership
in the secret set;

• a secret set member can get the secret key for secure
group communication among the secret set;

• the size of the secret set is indeterminable due to the
inclusion of random number of decoys inP (x);

• outsiders and other members cannot know the member-
ship or the size of the secret set;

• except knowledge of his/her own membership, a secret
set member does not know the membership of others or
the size of the secret set;

• all members, butmi, even though they collude, have no
information on the membership ofmi.

Theorem 4.1:The extended ACP-based scheme is solid in
terms of anonymity and security of multiple party group
communication.

Proof: In terms of anonymity, due the decoys introduced
in A(x), an attacker or a malicious member may guess a
Dj which recovers and verifiesK. However, he/she cannot
determine members of the secret set. Furthermore, an attacker
may guess a correctSij

which disclosesK, but he/she cannot
determine membermij

since he/she does not know thatSij

is associated withmij
and also cannot discern whetherSij

is a decoy. In terms of group communication security, the
probability of obtaining group keyK by guessing or brute-
force attacks is changed/increased to(n + d)/q from n/q,
where n is the number of the members in the group,d
the number of introduced decoys, andq the large prime
forming the finite fieldFq. We can, however, select a larger
prime q′ for anonymous secure group communication so that
(n + d)/q′ ≤ n/q. Thus, the extended mechanism is not less
secure than the original ACP scheme; the only penalty is that
it slightly lowers performance. The detail security proof of the
ACP mechanism can be found in [1].

V. Comparisons and discussions
In this section, we first compare the proposed ACP based
scheme with typical existing group-oriented anonymous
schemes and then present some experimental results.

A. Comparisons

1) Secret set schemes. As is evident from the above de-
scription, the secret set is only used for anonymous
membership and set size, but the new ACP-based mech-
anism can also distribute the secret key. Moreover, the
bit vector is the most efficient method for secret set, but
it assigns orders to the members and the total number of
members must be known to the members5. In contrast,
the new ACP-based scheme allows for a random number
of members and there is no need for such ordering6.

2) Anonymous membership broadcasting schemes (AMB).
As mentioned in the related work, papers [46], [47],

5These requirements are true for other techniques, except forthat based on
Chinese Remainder Theorem.

6In the ACP-based scheme, the numbers in subscript are purely for
description purpose.
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TABLE I
COMPLEXITIES OF SECURE LOCK ANDACP&

Secure Lock ACP
Generation of Ł orP (x) O(n2B2

1)∗ + O(nB3
1)# O(n2B2

2)
Given B1 = 1024, B2 = 128 O(220n2) + O(230n) O(214n2)

Key computation O(nB2
1)% + O(B3

1)$ O(nB2
2)

Given B1 = 1024, B2 = 128 O(220n) + 230 O(214n)
Message length O(nB1) O(nB2)
Given B1 = 1024, B2 = 128 O(210n) O(27n)

∗: the CRT computation.#: the n public encryptions of the key.
%: gettingEPij

(k) by division. $: gettingk by public decryption.
&: Ignore the complexity off(Si, z) since its complexity depends on the
hash function selected and, in general, a hash function doesnot pose an
efficiency problem.

and [48] proposed and implemented AMB. The new
ACP-based scheme can also support AMB if only the
intended receiver’s ID is included in the construction
of A(x) (besides decoys). In particular, the new ACP
based scheme is secure against collusion of any number
of users.

3) Anonymous secure group communication schemes. As
for secure lock, it is based on public key cryptosystems.
In contrast, the new ACP-based mechanism employs
polynomial and secret key cryptosystems. Thus, the ACP
based scheme can use a 128-bit number to get stronger
security than secure lock using at least 1024-bit num-
bers. This is because 80-bit symmetric systems, 160-bit
hash functions, and 1024-bit RSA all have comparable
security [49]. In this sense, the new ACP-based scheme
will be more efficient than secure lock.
Let us discuss the efficiencies of the ACP mechanism
and Secure Lock in detail. From paper [1], we know
that the time complexity for generatingP (x) is O(n2)
multiplications (with modulus) and the key computation
time is O(n) multiplications. The complexity for mod-
ular multiplications isO(B2) bit operations [50], where
B is the bit length of the operands. As for Secure Lock,
the complexity for public key encryption isO(B3) [50].
Since there aren public key encryptions, the total
running time for public key encryptions isO(nB3) (in
bit operations). The complexity for CRT computation is
O(n2B2) (See Corollary 5.5.6 in book [51]). Thus, the
total running time for computing Ł (which isnB bits)is
O(nB3) + O(n2B2). As for computing the key from
Ł, its complexity isO(nB2)+O(B3). Ignoring the key
and membership verification (which is the same for both
methods), the complexities are summarized in Table I.

B. Experiment

To demonstrate the performance of our scheme, we im-
plemented both the ACP-based scheme and the secure lock
scheme. A java program was developed to measure the com-
putation time of the core message generation and key com-
putation. The program is written in JAVA and utilizes JAVA’s
BigInteger and crypto classes. It runs on a DELL Laptop with
single Intel Conroe 1.86GHz CPU and 1G memory. The ACP

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF SECURE LOCK ANDACP

Group Generation of Ł orP (x) (ms) Key Computation (ms)
Size Secure Lock ACP Secure Lock ACP
10 22.122448 3.607294 32.548145 0.160141
50 334.4157 11.172215 35.519367 0.2505174
100 1248.3452 25.149284 35.745132 0.48382694
150 2715.346 45.294716 37.36742 0.7251202
200 4739.1973 71.207054 38.873844 0.96511495
250 7328.6416 102.26748 40.622406 1.2320576
300 10508.015 138.02417 42.16938 1.4394373
350 14244.455 187.28809 44.092808 1.6779447
400 18545.045 225.84566 45.835262 1.9190532
450 23349.342 278.32162 47.28901 2.161534
500 28807.654 336.43692 48.277184 2.4009411

scheme uses 128-bit numbers and secure lock uses 1024-bit
numbers.

For the ACP-based scheme, we generate a 128-bit random
prime q to form the field Fq in which to perform our
polynomial arithmetic. The one way function is chosen as
as⊕zmodq wherea is a primitive root ofq. We use the typical
Square and Multiplytechnique for exponentiation.

In the experiments, the program generates 10,000 random
numbers less thanq as keysS for 10,000 users. For each
experiment, the program selects different group sizes and
then m random valuesS1, · · · , Um from the pre-generated
keys for the users in the group such asU1, · · · , Um. Then
a random number less thanq is generated asz. S1 · · ·Sm and
z, together with a random session key, are used to calculate
the coefficients of the polynomialP (x). To evaluate the core
performance, we did not add decoys for either secure lock or
ACP schemes. The session key recovery is as follows: A user
computesf(s, z) = as⊕z mod q and substitutesf(s, z) into
the polynomial he received and gets the session key. Each step
of the computation will reduce the result to the field ofFq to
increase efficiency.

For the secure lock scheme, we select RSA pub-
lic key cryptosystem and use RSA classes contained in
bcprov-jdk16-145.jar. The package is a Java implementa-
tion of cryptographic algorithms from Bouncy Castle Crypto
(http://www.bouncycastle.org). we generate 10000 public
primes and RSA objects. The primes are 1024 bits long and
generated randomly. We use a random 128-bit number as
session keyK.

The experimental results are shown in Table II and also in
Figures 1, 2, and 3 (Notes: the figure are drawn in logarithmic
scale for y-coordinate). From the table and figures, it can be
observed that the experimental results validate our theoretical
analysis in Table I and prove the ACP-based mechanism is
more efficient than the secure lock scheme approximately 100
times faster in term of membership representation generation
(i.e. Ł or P (x)) and approximately 10 times better in terms
of key computation and message length.

C. Applications

As mentioned in the introduction, anonymous secure group
communication is critical for protecting the identity of par-
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ticipants in many Internet applications. One such emerging
application is Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments
(WAVE) via Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET), where ve-
hicle drivers (along with service providers) communicate/share
important road, traffic and weather-related information inorder
to enhance driving safety and shorten travel time. Standards
for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-roadside (V2R)
infrastructure have previously been proposed; among these
is IEEE 1609.2–the IEEE Trial-Use Standard for Security
Services for Applications and Management Messages for
WAVE [52]. In vehicular environments, one of the most
important issues is the need to maintain users’ privacy [53].
Indeed, unless a user can be assured that their personal/private
information (e.g., their real identity) can be kept private, they
will most likely be unwilling to use such V2V communications
for fear of their identity being stolen or of possibly being
tracked by police and issued traffic tickets. The embracing
of anonymity and anonymous secure group communication
techniques is certainly a possible solution that would serve
to protect users’ privacy. Some preliminary work on privacy
and anonymity in VANETs has been initiated such as trace-
able anonymous certificate (TAC) [54] recently proposed by
the IEEE Internet Engineering Task Force and group-based
anonymous communication schemes [55]. In this regard, the
proposed extended ACP scheme could have both important
research implications and practical applications in this area.
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Fig. 1. Membership representation generation time.
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Fig. 3. Communication complexities in terms of message length in bits.

VI. Conclusion
This paper presented an elegant construction of secret set
based on access control polynomials. Furthermore, the new
scheme also supports anonymous secure group communica-
tion and offers many desirable features. The experiment and
comparison showed the newly extended ACP-based scheme is
both efficient and practical.
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